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Remarketing	  Segments	  
 
What	  is	  a	  Remarketing	  Segment?	  
A remarketing segment is an identifiable group of people that come to your site from a 
campaign, begin a conversion process, but never complete the conversion. 
Let's say you send user jdoe123 a campaign email that leads him to the product details page of 
a promoted product. He views the page, adds the product to his cart, but then leaves.  
 
That might be the end of the story. But with the SegmentSync integration with your email 
system and an Adobe Analytics remarketing segment, configured to catch visitors like that, we 
can follow-up with that visitor and lead him back into the conversion process.  
 
When jdoe123 hit the website, SiteCatalyst could see from the query string parameters his 
visitor id and the campaign ID that was used by your email system. It can then see when the 
visitor starts a conversion process but does not finish it. It will relay that information to Oracle 
so you can automatically send jdoe123 a follow-up: maybe just reminding them to finish the 
process they started, maybe to send them to another product that may be more appealing, or 
maybe to convince them of what they are missing by not finishing the conversion.  
 
How	  do	  you	  set	  up	  a	  remarketing	  segment?	  
First, you must set up a segment in the Segment Builder in SiteCatalyst. Go to the Analytics> 
Components>Manage Segments.  
 

 
 
Select the appropriate report suite (you can only set up for one report suite at a time), and click 
the "add" button to get the Segment Builder dialog: 
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First, give the Segment a Title. The following guide to the Segment Builder summarizes info 
from the Omniture blog post "Segment Builder Best Practices".  
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Understanding	  Segment	  Builder	  
To understand the Segment Builder, you first need to understand the various components that 
it uses to build a segment.  As shown in the images below, when you enter the Segment 
Builder, you will see Dimensions, Segments, and Metrics. Each having “variables” and “events” 
you can drag and drop into the “Definitions” canvas. The “Definitions” canvas is to the right and 
below the “Description” field. 
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Below are the three different types of containers: 
 

1. Visitor - Adding the Visitor container to the segment canvas will allow you to define 
which Visitors you would like to include or exclude from the segment.  When evaluating 
the Visitor container, Omniture is, in effect, scanning through all data it has for each 
Visitor within the specified time frame and deciding whether at any time the Visitor 
met the criteria.  If it finds that the Visitor has met the criteria, all Visits and Page 
Views for that Visitor will be included in the segment.   

2. Hit - Adding a Hit container to the segment canvas will allow you to define which Page 
Visit - Adding the Visit container to the segment canvas will allow you to define which 
Visit you would like to include or exclude from the segment.  When evaluating the Visit 
container, Omniture is, in effect, scanning through each Visit it finds within the specified 
time frame and deciding whether the entire Visit should be included or 
excluded.  Therefore, if any of the criteria are met within the Visit, all data from that Visit 
will be included (or excluded if using the exclude tab) in the segment.   

3. Views you would like to include or exclude from the segment.  When evaluating the Hit 
container, Omniture is, in effect, scanning through each Page View it finds within the 
specified time frame and deciding whether it should be included or excluded.   

Click the Options icon and then “Add containers”. 

 
 
 

Click the icon shown below to see the containers. 
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Important	  Things	  to	  Know	  About	  Segment	  Builder	  
 
The following are some important things to know about Segment Builder: 
 

1. Segments built using the Hit container will return data the fastest, followed by the Visit 
container and the Visitor container.  Whenever possible, attempt to use the lowest level 
container needed to get the data you need to improve processing time. 

2. Classifications cannot be used as criteria in Data Warehouse or ASI Segment Builder 
segments.  For this reason, if you believe that you will want to use a data point as 
segment criteria, you may want to pass the data directly to a Traffic Variable or 
Conversion Variable instead of relying upon a classification.  Classifications can be 
used as segment criteria in Omniture Discover. 

3. Segment Builder allows you to segment on how many times a Success Event takes 
place which is very powerful.  For example, if you set a Success Event each time a 
visitor conducts an Internal Search, you can build a segment that looks for cases where 
“Total Internal Searches is greater than 2″ to find repeat searchers. 

Segment Builder is extremely powerful and complex. Contact eNautics’ professional services 
for help with building complex segments. 
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Adding	  the	  Segment	  to	  the	  SegmentSync	  Integration	  
 
Once the segment is created, follow the steps in the images below to add the segment to the 
SegmentSync integration. 
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Check the box for the segments you want to make available in SegmentSync. Also, check all the boxes 
under “Access Request” and click Save. 
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Adding	  Remarketing	  Segments	  to	  Eloqua	  
 
Once the remarketing segment has been created in Omniture, you will need to take the 
following steps: 
 

1. Login to SegmentSync at https://app.enautics.com and click the “SegmentSync” logo or 
menu item. 

 

2. Create a new Project or open an existing one. 

 

 

3. You will see the segment appear in the “Adobe Segments” pane. Follow the three-step 
wizard to configure the sync. 
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Editing	  an	  Existing	  Remarketing	  SegmentSync	  Project	  
 
 

1. Login to SegmentSync at https://app.enautics.com and click the “SegmentSync” 
logo or menu item. 

 

 

2. Open an existing project. 
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3. Step 1 - Drag and Drop the segments you want to sync to Eloqua. 
 

 
 

4. Step 2 – You can edit the sync frequency and shared list contacts should be 
added to by double clicking the Shared List name. 
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5. Step 3 – Map the segment fields to CDO fields 
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6. Save your changes. When ready, activate your project. 
 

 


